INTRODUCTION
The hard spheres packing model has gained considerable attentions in the field of condensed matter physics due to its outstanding ability in reproducing the essential structural properties of liquids 1 , crystals, glasses, colloidal suspensions 2 , granular media and even in optimization problems such as those in information theories 3 . Numerous experimental studies have shown that mechanically stable packings of mono-sized spheres can be generated at different densities from ~0.55% [4] [5] [6] called the Random Loose Packing (RLP) bound to ~0.64% 7 known as the Random Close Packing (RCP) limit. Numerical simulations, on the other hand, have been able to produce packings of spheres from the RLP limit of ~0.55 8 to the maximum density of 0.74 8 which corresponds to HCP or FCC configurations. Previous structural analyses revealed that massive structural reorganization occurs in the packing when RCP limit is passed 8 . In a series of novel experiments we produce sphere packings whose densities range from ~0.59 to ~0.72 9 . In this paper we present a numerical study of these packings investigating the evolution of their geometrical and mechanical properties. We show the emergence of local and global orders as the system undergoes structural transitions.
I. Sample Information
Fourteen dense packings of spherical acrylic beads have been prepared using a shaker allowing for both vertical and horizontal vibrations. Three packing geometries of rectangular cube, triangular prism and cylindrical used in this study provide a wide range of boundary conditions for our packings. XCT is used to digitally access the internal 3D structure of each sample with a spatial resolution of 4.78 microns. Bead centers, diameters as well as the packing density are readily calculable from the CT images 10, 11 . Table I summarizes basic statistics of the packings derived from the CT data. A number of limitations come with WKH ;&7 WHFKQLTXH FKLHI DPRQJVW WKHP LV WKH OLPLWed spatial resolution (voxel size). Additionally during the binarization process, where the tomograms are thresholded, small amount of uncertainties on the bead centers and diameters are introduced. The thresholding (segmentation process) of the tomograms causes an overestimation of grains radii, which in turn affects the detection of true grain-grain contacts 12 . In order to overcome the limitations imposed by XCT, the resulting data of the XCT namely position and radius of each grain is fed into a Discrete Element Method (DEM) code. We use LIGHHHTS, an open-source DEM code widely used in granular community 13 . The particles are then let to relax under the gravity according to the Hertz-Mindlin contact law. Grains interact via a repulsive force proportional to the amount of overlaps between them and their Young's modulus.
An important advantage of combining the experimental data from XCT with the DEM simulations is the ability to access inter-granular forces as well as precise definition of grain contacts which The second column is the number of grains used in analysis of the data. This is less than the number of grains in the experiments since to remove boundary effects 3 layers of grains has been fixed while relaxing the spheres. The third column is the packing fraction of the whole system as explained in the text. The forth column is the diameter of the grains used. The last column is the polydispersity caused by the thresholding methods. 
